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ScienceOpen is the new hosting platform for Pluto 

Journals 

Berlin, 15 November, 2021 

ScienceOpen has entered a new agreement with Pluto Journals to host their 21 
academic journals on the ScienceOpen platform. ScienceOpen will provide open 
access hosting services and each journal will have access to ScienceOpen’s peer 
review and manuscript submission management systems.  

Pluto Journals was launched in 2009, as an independent and international journal 
publisher in the field of the social sciences. They produce world class journals that 
are at the cutting edge of humanities research today.  

ScienceOpen is a freely accessible research communication platform and 
aggregator of scholarly content. The platform currently has over 73 million records 
of scientific articles, books, conference proceedings, posters, and peer reviews. 
ScienceOpen’s technological infrastructure facilitates a powerful, multi-
dimensional search, community curation, and researcher networking. ScienceOpen 
provides space and services to publishers to promote their content - from open 
access hosting solutions to enriched metadata and promotional packages to 
custom-tailored publishing environments.  
 
“Pluto Journals is delighted to welcome ScienceOpen as our host to the world of 
knowledge,” says Roger van Zwanenberg, Managing Director, Pluto Journals. “A 
small independent publisher like Pluto Journals needs a powerful host to reach 
across to the world’s academic libraries and intellectual community. ScienceOpen 
has the technology and infrastructure that can provide us with the discoverability 
that is vital in a world crowded with information. Stephanie and her team are a 
delight to work with and we look forward to a long future together.” 
 
The CEO of ScienceOpen, Stephanie Dawson says, “ScienceOpen aims to open up 
the context around this portfolio of important multidisciplinary journals to provide 
the best possible discoverability for Pluto Journals. We are confident that our 
technological infrastructure and know-how will support them in getting the most 
out of their commitment to open access. I am personally really looking forward to 
working with the whole team.” 
 
Both ScienceOpen and Pluto Journals are very pleased to announce this new 

partnership and look forward to the launch of the hosted journal collections in the 

near future. For more information on how to support the program contact 

Knowledge Unlatched: Philipp Hess, Publisher Relation 

philipp@knowledgeunlatched.org. 
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About ScienceOpen: 

From promotional collections to full publishing capabilities, ScienceOpen provides a wide range of 
services to academic publishers, researchers, and users in an interactive discovery platform. 
ScienceOpen was founded in 2013 in Berlin and Boston by Alexander Grossmann and Tibor Tscheke 
to propel academic communication towards open access models. 

Contact: 

Stephanie Dawson, CEO @Science_Open. Email: Stephanie.Dawson@ScienceOpen.com 

About Pluto Journals: 

Pluto Journals was launched in 2009, as an independent and international journal publisher in the 
field of the social sciences. We pride ourselves on producing world class journals that are at the 
cutting edge of humanities research today. Our journals include the fields of politics, current affairs, 
international studies, law, political economy, and Arab and Islamic studies. 

Contact: 

Kush Westwood, Journals Manager, @Pluto_Journals, Email: kush@plutojournals.com 
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